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Abstract In this work we performed an analysis on the
impacts of blocking episodes on seasonal and annual European precipitation and the associated physical mechanisms. Distinct domains were considered in detail taking
into account different blocking center positions spanning
between the Atlantic and western Russia. Significant positive precipitation anomalies are found for southernmost
areas while generalized negative anomalies (up to 75 %
in some areas) occur in large areas of central and northern
Europe. This dipole of anomalies is reversed when compared to that observed during episodes of strong zonal flow
conditions. We illustrate that the location of the maximum
precipitation anomalies follows quite well the longitudinal
positioning of the blocking centers and discuss regional and
seasonal differences in the precipitation responses. To better understand the precipitation anomalies, we explore the
blocking influence on cyclonic activity. The results indicate
a split of the storm-tracks north and south of blocking systems, leading to an almost complete reduction of cyclonic
centers in northern and central Europe and increases in
southern areas, where cyclone frequency doubles during
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blocking episodes. However, the underlying processes conductive to the precipitation anomalies are distinct between
northern and southern European regions, with a significant
role of atmospheric instability in southern Europe, and
moisture availability as the major driver at higher latitudes.
This distinctive underlying process is coherent with the
characteristic patterns of latent heat release from the ocean
associated with blocked and strong zonal flow patterns. We
also analyzed changes in the full range of the precipitation distribution of several regional sectors during blocked
and zonal days. Results show that precipitation reductions
in the areas under direct blocking influence are driven by
a substantial drop in the frequency of moderate rainfall
classes. Contrarily, southwards of blocking systems, frequency increases in moderate to extreme rainfall classes
largely determine the precipitation anomaly in the accumulated totals. In this context, we show the close relationship
between the more intrinsic torrential nature of Mediterranean precipitation regimes and the role of blocking systems
in increasing the probability of extreme events.
Keywords Atmospheric blocking · Precipitation ·
Europe · Weather regimes · PDF

1 Introduction
Blocking systems wield a significant role on the atmospheric dynamics of mid-latitude regions, and their frequency and variability impinge on the climatology of large
continental areas. As a result, these high latitude quasi-stationary anticyclones have been frequently studied throughout the last decades, regarding their climatology and
characterization (e.g., Rex 1950, 1951; Treidl et al. 1981;
Barriopedro et al. 2006, 2010a; Croci-Maspoli et al. 2007;
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Davini et al. 2012), their specific impacts (e.g., Trigo et al.
2004; Sillmann and Croci-Maspoli 2009; Buehler et al.
2011; Barriopedro et al. 2011; Ruti et al. 2014; Sousa et al.
2015), as well as their representation in General Circulation
Models (Barriopedro et al. 2010a, b, Matsueda et al. 2009;
Scaife et al. 2010; Barnes et al. 2012; Vial and Osborn
2012: Anstey et al. 2013; Dunn-Sigouin and Son 2013;
Masato et al. 2013). Previous studies have found that, over
the Euro-Atlantic sector, the occurrence of winter blocking
systems disrupts the dominant zonal circulation that affects
the European continent, often leading to a reversal of this
prevailing westerly flux. As a consequence, low-pressure
systems travelling from the Atlantic towards Europe are
diverted from their usual paths, resulting in a large decrease
of rainfall for most of the European countries. An exception
can be found for southernmost and northernmost sectors of
Europe, which experience increased precipitation due to
a bifurcation of the storm-track around the blocking high
structure (Trigo et al. 2004; Nieto et al. 2007; Sousa et al.
2015).
It is worth mentioning the differences between a blocking pattern and a subtropical ridge (Barriopedro et al.
2010a) although sometimes they can induce similar anomalies in surface climate variables (Garcia-Herrera et al.
2010). Some authors have shown that northward strengthening’s of sub-tropical ridges in the Eastern Atlantic during the wet season have opposite precipitation responses
in Western and Southern Europe to those associated with
blocking (e.g. Santos et al. 2009, 2013). Such separation
of phenomena should be kept in mind to stress how important is the distinction between the impacts of this type of
ridge patterns and those caused by high latitude blocking,
which we are concerned about in this particular study. In
fact, the balance between strong westerly zonal flows and
their interruption at higher (lower) latitudes during blocking (ridge) episodes tend to dominate a large fraction of the
variability of European rainfall (Hoy et al. 2014). Teleconnection indices associated with major large-scale patterns
affecting the North-Atlantic and European sectors (particularly the North Atlantic Oscillation, the Eastern Atlantic
and the Scandinavian pattern) are frequently used in order
to explain the intra and inter-annual fluctuations of the
intensity of zonal flow, and consequently of precipitation
series (e.g. Trigo et al. 2008; Vicente-Serrano et al. 2009;
Altava-Ortiz et al. 2010; Casanueva et al. 2014). Still,
such one-dimensional monthly-based approaches hamper
a deeper comprehension of more complex spatial patterns
occurring at intra-monthly time scales, such as blocking systems, reinforcing the need of using more objective
blocking detection schemes.
Previous studies based on these algorithms have shown
that the impacts of Euro-Atlantic blocks in terms of winter precipitation regimes essentially change with latitude,
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with a general decrease in most of central areas of Europe,
and increases at lower and higher latitudes, albeit over
less extensive areas. Such changes may have significant
relevance on the annual total during years with highly
anomalous frequency of blocking occurrence. However,
studies of European precipitation changes associated with
blocking have been restricted to the winter season. In this
regard, most of the European continent lacks a comprehensive and all year-round analysis on changes in precipitation
due to blocking occurrence. This analysis is of particular
relevance in southern areas of Europe with Mediterranean
climates, where precipitation regimes during the warm season tend to be more torrential, i.e., with a higher contribution of intense and more isolated rainfall episodes to annual
totals (e.g. Kutiel et al. 1996; Peñarrocha et al. 2002; Burgueno et al. 2010; Cortesi et al. 2013). Therefore, in this
perspective, linking precipitation anomalies with blocking
occurrence throughout the use of objective detection methods acquires particular importance. An additional asset
of these methods is their versatility to address changes in
surface impacts as a function of the blocking location. In
this sense, previous works have shown that the distinction
of separate (yet large) blocking sectors in the Euro-Atlantic
sector still results in considerably different impacts at finer
scales inside the Euro-Atlantic sector (Yao and Luo 2014a,
b), and even in smaller areas such as the Iberian Peninsula
(Sousa et al. 2015). Accordingly, the relevance of the specific longitudinal position of the center of a blocking system cannot be disregarded when analyzing impacts at such
a large scale as for the European continent.
On the other hand, blocking impacts on European precipitation regimes have been generally characterized
throughout the use of composites of either absolute or relative precipitation anomalies (e.g. Trigo et al. 2004; Masato
et al. 2012). This approach focuses on changes in the mean
and hence, has neglected to a large extent the importance
of shifts in precipitation distributions which arise from
these particular synoptic patterns. Extreme Values theory
has been used to identify either changes in precipitation
and temperature extremes over very confined regions (e.g.,
Buehler et al. 2011; Sousa et al. 2015) or shifts in temperature distributions (Sillmann et al. 2011). To the best of our
knowledge, the assessment of the impact of blocking patterns on the entire precipitation distribution has only been
addressed outside of Europe in regions such as California
(Hughes et al. 2009). The investigation of these precipitation changes can be assessed through rather simple methodologies, like the one used by Soares et al. (2014), which
analyzed changes in Probability Density Functions (PDFs)
of precipitation series for Portugal, in the scope of Regional
Climate Models performance and future scenarios evaluation. This method follows the works of Perkins et al. (2007)
and Boberg et al. (2009, 2010).
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Works such as Trigo et al. (2004), Michel et al. (2012),
Pfahl (2014) or Sousa et al. (2015) have also shown that the
precipitation increases found in southern sectors of Europe
during blocking episodes are mainly driven by dynamical
features. These factors include synoptic scale processes
such as increases in cyclone frequency, but there are also
other thermodynamical factors which can enhance atmospheric instability at the local or mesoscale (Lolis et al.
2004; Ricard et al. 2012). Hence, smaller scale processes
(e.g. latent heat fluxes) must be addressed to understand
regional impacts of blocking occurrence, in line with the
distinct shaping of precipitation Probability Density Functions associated to blocking occurrence in specific sectors
of the European domain.
The main objective of this work is to characterize the
distinct impacts on European precipitation regimes of
blocking occurrence in three different sectors, taking into
account the entire distribution of precipitation series, which
allows evaluating the net changes as well as the responses
in precipitation intensity. The changes in the precipitation
regimes of several regions will be supported by a comparison between blocked and strong zonal patterns occurring
over different longitudinal sectors of the target domain.
Finally, the precipitation responses will be interpreted in
terms of dynamical and thermodynamical processes. The
work is structured as follows: in Sect. 2, the datasets are
presented, along with a characterization of typical atmospheric patterns during blocking episodes; in Sect. 3 the precipitation anomalies registered during blocked and zonal
patterns are presented, followed by the main dynamical
drivers associated to these atmospheric patterns in Sect. 4;
the different responses in terms of changes in precipitation
distributions due to blocked and zonal patterns are presented in Sect. 5; finally, a summary and discussion of the
obtained results is offered in Sect. 6.

2 Data and methods
We used daily precipitation data for Europe from the
E-OBS dataset during the period 1950–2012 (Haylock
et al. 2008). This European land-only daily high-resolution
gridded dataset is accessible throughout the European Climate Assessment and Dataset (ECA&D), and is available
on a grid with a horizontal resolution of 0.25° × 0.25°,
based on the interpolation of daily observations from meteorological stations. Despite the overall good quality of this
dataset we must acknowledge that this dataset has caveats
in areas where the spatial distribution of stations is sparser,
such as biased and over smoothed precipitation fields in
some cases, as well as possible effects in extremes (e.g.,
Hofstra et al. 2009, 2010).
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The dataset from the NCEP/NCAR reanalysis (Kalnay
et al. 1996), on a horizontal resolution of 2.5° × 2.5° for
the 1950–2012 period is also used. The variables explicitly considered were: daily fields of 500 hPa geopotential
height (Z500), Lifted Index (LI) and Latent Heat Flux
(LHF). In addition, several fields also from the NCEP/
NCAR reanalysis were employed to compute the Integrated
Water Vapor Transport between 1000 and 300 hPa (IVT,
Ramos et al. 2015) and the following catalogues of weather
systems: (i) blocking events (Barriopedro et al. 2006); (ii)
strong zonal flow days (Sousa et al. 2015); (iii) extratropical cyclones for the northern hemisphere obtained by using
the methodology described in Trigo (2006). These derived
datasets are used to explore the blocking signatures in precipitation regimes and to interpret the role of the associated
dynamical and thermodynamical processes.
The particular characteristics of the blocked and zonal
days catalogues are described next. We distinguish synoptic conditions characterized by blocked patterns and
strong zonal flows by objectively identifying days under
such atmospheric conditions in the Eurasian sector. These
methods rely on the Z500 field from the NCEP/NCAR reanalysis. The catalogue of blocked days was developed by
Barriopedro et al. (2006)—further information on the methodology can be found in that work. The authors have used
this and other similar blocking datasets extensively for different applications, such as to characterize blocking effects
on total ozone (Barriopedro et al. 2010c) and stratospheric
variability (Barriopedro and Calvo 2014), and in evaluating the impact of blocking patterns in the Iberian Peninsula
using a high resolution precipitation dataset (Sousa et al.
2015).
Following the latter work, the locations of the maximum
Z500 for each identified blocking pattern will hereafter be
called blocking centers. The reduction of the large-scale
blocked pattern to a single central gridpoint (representative
of the entire blocking system) enables an objective separation of blocking in different spatial sectors. Thus, three sectors were defined: the Atlantic sector (ATL) which includes
all blocking centers located in 30°–0°W, the European
sector (EUR), spanning 0–30°E and the Russian sector
(RUS), including blocking centers positioned between 30
and 60°E. Figure 1 presents the annual mean frequency of
blocking center locations in each gridpoint. We must stress
that this classification of blocks into ATL, EUR an RUS
types intends to assess different precipitation responses and
changes in precipitation regimes purely based on the geographical location of the considered high pressure system,
which strongly influences the synoptic environment associated to blocking occurrence in each considered sector.
The selection of these blocking sectors is based on previous
studies that have already identified distinctive features in
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Fig. 1  Thick black boxes identify the considered sectors for blocking center location: Atlantic (ATL)—from 30 W to 0 W; European
(EUR)—from 0E to 30E; Russian (RUS)—from 30E to 60E. The
shadings indicate the annual mean frequency of blocking center loca-

tions in each gridpoint. Blocks outside the 45 N to 70 N latitude strip
were discarded in both sectors. Thin blue boxes identify areas which
were considered in the regional assessment performed in Sect. 5

the resulting blocking signatures (Wang et al. 2010; Masato
et al. 2012; Sousa et al. 2015).
Seasonal composites of Z500 anomalies during blocking days in each sector are shown in Fig. 2. Positive Z500
anomalies centered in the respective blocking sector dominate the northern latitudes, being larger in the colder seasons for all sectors. They capture well the canonical signatures associated with blocking over its climatologically
preferred sectors of occurrence in the Eurasian sector,
which include eastern Atlantic, Scandinavian and the Urals,
respectively. Negative anomalies of the Z500 fields are less
pronounced and usually found southwards and northwards
of the blocking centers, mainly during ATL blocks. Also, in
this region, summer blocks display a northward extension
of subtropical wave-breaking systems near the Azores high.
It is important to note that some blocking events contribute
to the composites of more than one sector during their lifecycle, since they tend to evolve eastwards towards Europe
(Croci-Maspoli et al. 2007; Barriopedro et al. 2010a; Sousa
et al. 2015).
As a complement to highlight the large impacts resulting
from zonal flow reversals which occur during blocking episodes, we also computed a catalogue of days were strong
zonal flow conditions occur in the same three sectors (ATL,
EUR and RUS). They represent strong westerly flows and
hence a large-scale atmospheric pattern that is nearly opposite to that of blocking. They were computed following
very simple criteria based on several empirical thresholds
imposed on the meridional mid-latitude Z500 gradients to

ensure a strong westerly flow. See Trigo et al. (2004) for
further details on the methodology.
Extratropical cyclones for the northern hemisphere were
obtained by adapting the methodology described in Trigo
(2006) and recently used to assess and intercompare the
most common features of mid-latitude cyclones, including the most active regions, the most common trajectories,
inter-annual variability and trends (e.g. Vicente-Serrano
et al. 2011; Neu et al. 2013), cyclone formation mechanisms and impacts (e.g. Liberato et al. 2012, 2013). The
objective cyclone identification is based on the detection of
local minima in 1000 hPa geopotential height. The cyclone
tracking consists on a nearest neighbour search in the previous Z1000 field, considering several thresholds: (i) within a
certain area, the cyclone speed should not exceed 50 km/h
in the westward direction and 160 km/h in any other. Additionally, the cyclone speed should be higher than 12 km/h.
These criteria allow to include the most rapidly deepening
cyclones (e.g. Xynthia, Liberato et al. 2013) and to filter
the stationary cyclones; (ii) during the lifecycle the cyclone
should reach a minimum central pressure corresponding to
a see level pressure below 1020 hPa; (iii) a minimum lifetime of 24 h.
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3 Changes in mean precipitation rates
In order to evaluate the distinct impacts of the different
blocking locations on precipitation regimes, we computed
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Fig. 2  Composites of the daily anomalies (shaded areas) and absolute values (isolines) of 500 hPa geopotential height for blocking centers in
each sector and for all seasons. All values are in decameters (dam) and the thick line represents the 550 dam isohypse

the composites for absolute and relative anomalies of daily
precipitation, during blocked and zonal days, in each of the
three considered sectors, at the annual and seasonal temporal scales (Figs. 3, 4). When evaluating the resulting relative anomaly composites one must bear in mind the large
range of precipitation values that coexist within such a
large domain as the European continent. Thus, one must
take into account that similar absolute anomalies in regions
with very distinct total annual precipitation climatologies
have different relevance. Consequently, to ensure this distinction we first considered the annual composites for the
relative changes in precipitation during blocked and zonal
days, as presented in Fig. 3.
Figure 3 clearly shows that for the three considered sectors, the presence of blocking systems leads to well below

average precipitation in a wide region under direct influence of the anticyclonic circulation. Maximum decreases of
near 75 % are recorded in northern Europe near the blocking centers, which corresponds to an almost complete cease
of precipitating days. The maximum negative anomaly is
well collocated with the maximum Z500 anomaly of the
respective sector (Fig. 2), being more extensive for EUR
blocking. On the other hand, the increase in precipitation in
southern areas of Europe, as well as in the Atlantic strip of
Scandinavia matches well with the negative Z500 anomalies, which arise northward and southward of blocking
systems (as shown in Fig. 2). These positive precipitation
anomalies shift eastwards with the considered blocking
sector, thus following the relative west-east migration of
the maximum Z500 positive anomaly (blocking center). At
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Fig. 3  Annual composites for daily precipitation anomalies (%) in
Europe during blocking (upper row) and strong zonal flow (middle
row) days in the ATL (left column), EUR (central column) and RUS
(right column) sectors. The difference between the regional block-

ing and strong zonal flow composites is presented in the bottom row.
Only statistically significant anomalies at the 5 % level are shown
(two-sample Kolmogorov–Smirnov test)

the annual scale, the widest positive anomalies are found
for ATL blocks, during which a large portion of Iberia,
Italy, and the Balkans region experience wetter than usual
conditions. In particular, daily precipitation rates in southeastern Iberia almost double.
During strong zonal westerly flows these anomalies are
essentially inverted, with a significant reduction in precipitation amounts at lower latitudes, particularly around the
Mediterranean basin. Much less significant losses are also
found for northernmost areas of Scandinavia. On the contrary, sharp increases in precipitation rates are found in most
central and northern Europe, with gains close to 100 % in
Benelux, Germany and southern Scandinavia during strong
zonal flows in the EUR sector. The difference between composites for blocked and zonal flows sharpens their opposite
responses in daily precipitation anomalies, thus illustrating
the very significant impacts of zonal flow reversals.

The presented changes in precipitation are in general
good agreement with those in the frequency of dry days
(below 1 mm)–see Fig. S1 from the Supplementary Material. In Sect. 5, we will address in more detail how the
changes in the number of wet days are distributed for different precipitation intensities.
As stated before, annual rainfall totals in the European
domain range from a few hundred mm in dryer regions to
several thousand mm in mountainous regions, particularly
in Atlantic coastal areas (Haylock et al. 2008). This must
be taken into account when analyzing relative anomalies,
as a change of 50 % per day in a dry region/season corresponds to a much lower absolute precipitation anomaly
than in a corresponding wet region. Therefore, we now
present (Fig. 4) the corresponding seasonal analysis of
Fig. 3 but based on the precipitation absolute anomalies at
the seasonal scale. In this case, we summarize the results
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Fig. 4  Seasonal composites for the differences in absolute anomalies
of daily precipitation (mm/day) between blocking and strong zonal
flow patterns in the ATL (left column), EUR (central column) and

RUS (right column) sectors. Only statistically significant anomalies at
the 5 % level are shown

presenting the difference in daily rates between blocking
and strong zonal flow days.
When using absolute anomalies, the relative changes
are emphasized in regions where seasonal precipitation
amounts are high, as for example in central and northern
Europe during most of the year, or in easternmost interior
areas during the warm seasons. Nevertheless, increases of
2–3 mm per day are significant in relatively dry areas (such
as southernmost Europe), as previously depicted in Fig. 3.
When blocked conditions prevail, precipitation losses in the

UK and Central Europe are quite striking throughout the
year. Summer precipitation responses often embrace lower
spatial extensions; however, in some regions such as the
northernmost countries and Russia–where precipitation in
form of snow is often recorded in colder months–the summer deficits represent the largest changes.
This seasonal analysis also helps distinguish seasonal
precipitation responses that are masked at the annual scale.
For example, during summer, blocking systems and their
associated impacts shift north, and rainfall increases in
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Fig. 5  Top annual mean frequency of non-stationary cyclone centers (counted in 2.5° × 2.5° boxes). Middle row annual mean changes
(in %) in the cyclone frequency during blocking episodes in the ATL
(middle left), EUR (middle center) and RUS (middle right) sectors.
Bottom row annual mean changes (in %) in the cyclone frequency

during strong zonal flow episodes in the ATL (bottom left), EUR (bottom center) and RUS (bottom right) sectors. Increases are shown with
blue shading and decreases with red shading. Stippling corresponds
to areas with very low mean annual frequency of cyclone occurrence
(below 0.5 per year)

parts of continental Europe–suggesting a rise in convective
precipitation during summer blocks, as it will be discussed
further ahead.

extratropical cyclone center locations in the Euro-AtlanticRussian sectors is shown in the top panel of Fig. 5, along
with their relative anomalies (in %) during blocked and
zonal events in each sector.
A clear increase in cyclonic activity (non-stationary
near-surface systems) in southwestern Europe is found during ATL blocks (Fig. 5, middle left), contrasting with an
almost complete cutback in the UK area, where cyclonic
activity is almost non-existent during blocking patterns
(relative changes near 100 %). This decrease shifts eastwards as we consider blocking sectors further east. In the
particular cases of EUR and RUS blocks, increases in
cyclone frequency are also found south of the blocking
structures, although more spatially confined and much less
pronounced. These changes are in agreement with the wellknown blocking effect on storm-tracks and the resulting

4 Synoptic and dynamics associated to different
blocking locations
To better understand the processes triggering the precipitation anomalies associated with blocking (particularly
relevant in southern Europe) we analyzed the changes in
the frequency of extratropical cyclonic activity occurring
during blocked and zonal regimes. According to Neu et al.
(2013) a cyclone refers to a point (the cyclone center) identified on the Earth’s surface at a certain time using a certain
methodology. The annual mean climatological frequency of
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Fig. 6  Annual composites of the daily Integrated Vapour Transport
(IVT, in kg m−1 s−1, blue shading), and its anomaly in the bottom
panels (brown to green shading), the Lifted Index anomaly (LI, in C,
reddish thick lines), 500 hPa geopotential height (Z500, in dam, thin
grey lines–the thicker grey line corresponds to the 550 dam isohypse)

and mean horizontal transport (black arrows, kg m−1 s−1) for blocking (upper row) days, strong zonal flow days (middle row) days and
their difference (bottom row). Left, center and right columns correspond to composites for weather patterns occurring in the ATL, EUR
and RUS sectors, respectively

split in two branches–north and south of the blocking high.
During zonal patterns consistent increases in cyclone activity are found at higher latitudes, ranging from Iceland to
eastern areas of Scandinavia and northern Russia, along
with an eastward extension of the strongest branch of the
Jetstream. On the southern flank of the Jetstream mean
location we find negative anomalies in the frequency of
cyclones. These occur over large portions of Western and
Central Europe during strong westerly flows in the ATL
and EUR, which in the specific case of the former synoptic pattern contrast with simultaneous increases (reaching
50 %) in eastern Mediterranean areas. Modest increases in
extratropical cyclone paths at lower latitudes are also found
during strong westerly flow regimes. Nevertheless, these
changes tend to be comparatively smaller than those during blocking. Similar spatial patterns have been found for
the changes in cut-off lows frequency during blocked/zonal
conditions (Sousa et al. 2015; Nieto et al. 2007).

As expected, the southward shift in cyclonic activity during blocking episodes is in fair agreement with the
decrease (increase) in precipitation in northern (southern)
Europe. This impact is particularly striking during ATL
blocks, which exert the largest influence on the track of
storms approaching Europe, and accordingly, on the European moisture sources of the Atlantic Ocean, as it will
be detailed further ahead. On the other hand, the modest
increases in cyclone frequency over some Mediterranean
areas during zonal flows are not accompanied by significant rises in precipitation rates (Fig. 3).
To complement the obtained changes in cyclonic activity
and deep further in the processes behind the precipitation
responses, we computed composites of Z500, LI, and IVT
(and the corresponding mean horizontal transport of IVT)
for blocked and zonal days. The anomalous fields of these
variables are shown simultaneously in Fig. 6, in order to
evaluate concurrently the dynamic and thermodynamical
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processes (including moisture fluxes and atmospheric
instability).
The composites during strong zonal flow days (Fig. 6,
middle row) reveal a stretching of the high moisture content corridor from the Atlantic towards each considered
sector, although in the case of the RUS sector, moisture
income towards this area is relatively modest. These extensions towards each sector are on the overall quite coherent
with the cyclonic signatures and the precipitation anomalies during zonal days previously shown (Fig. 3). On the
other hand, blocking structures obstruct these moisture
fluxes (Fig. 6, upper row), being most of the moisture transport deflected northwards. In the case of ATL blocks, these
fluxes are diverted far from continental Europe and the UK,
while during EUR blocks the northward deflection of the
moisture corridor occurs over Ireland towards Scandinavia.
Moisture transport anomalies during RUS blocks are less
striking, which agrees with the fact that larger precipitation
anomalies in this sector are confined to summer (Fig. 4),
when moisture fluxes are reduced. For the three blocking
sectors, there is also a modest transport towards lower latitudes (Mediterranean areas) through the southern flank of
the blocking systems. In agreement with the precipitation
differences between blocked and zonal patterns, the corresponding difference in moisture fluxes at the annual scale
(Fig. 6, lower row) clearly shows that a shift from a westerly flow to blocked pattern results in an overall substantial
decrease in moisture availability over western and central
areas of Europe, and in a significant increase in northernmost Scandinavian areas.
The precipitation increases in southern Europe during
blocking episodes do not reflect significant anomalies in
available moisture. Instead, for southernmost latitudes,
atmospheric instability (depicted by the Lifted Index)
appears to relate better with precipitation anomalies, as
evidenced in the blocking minus zonal flow composites
(bottom panels of Fig. 6). Moreover, these changes in
LI are spatially consistent with the changes in cyclonic
activity frequency, suggesting potential effects in the frequency of extreme precipitation days (as it will be analyzed in Sect. 5) in the regions located at the southern
flank of blocking structures (i.e. in Mediterranean areas).
Thus, moisture availability is not a major constrain to the
occurrence of significant precipitation events in Southern
Europe, at least at the annual scale. On the other hand,
the small increases in cyclonic activity in the Mediterranean area which are found during zonal days (Fig. 5) are
not collocated with the positive LI changes (located further north), therefore supporting the weak precipitation
effectiveness of low-latitude weather systems under zonal
flows. All these facts reinforce the major role played by
atmospheric instability on the precipitation regimes of
southern Europe, and its gradual loss of importance as we
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move north, where stratiform precipitation and moisture
availability tend to dominate.
Despite cyclonic activity increases in northern Europe
extend to parts of Central Europe during ATL blocks
(Fig. 5), the simultaneous reduction in moisture fluxes at
these latitudes explains the decrease in precipitation that
can be found in areas such as southern France, parts of
central Europe, or even northwestern sectors of the Iberian
Peninsula. In this sense, it is important to stress that frontal precipitation associated to extratropical cyclones tends
to occur to the south of the cyclone center. As an example concerning the latter region, Sousa et al. (2015) noted
that a large fraction of the precipitation that occurs in this
area depends on frontal systems linked to cyclone centers
located at higher latitudes, and whose frequency is strongly
reduced during blocking situations. The same rationale can
be applied to other regions as France and central parts of
Europe during blocking events in the EUR sector. Thus,
while at higher latitudes, the blocking-related decreases in
precipitation are in good agreement with an obstruction of
storm-tracks and associated moisture corridors, in southern areas, the agreement between blocking-related rainfall
increases (Fig. 4) and above average atmospheric instability suggests a shift towards more extreme precipitation
regimes.
Overall, the seasonal composites (Fig. 7) resemble the
annual, although a generalized northward shift can be noted
during the warm season–in good agreement with the corresponding migration of the seasonal precipitation anomalies
(Fig. 4). The pattern of enhanced atmospheric instability in
the areas southwards of blocking systems is considerably
larger in warmer months. During spring and summer the
increase in instability is quite striking west of Iberia (during ATL blocks), as well as in southern France and western Mediterranean areas (during EUR blocks). Interestingly, during summer, an outstanding rise in atmospheric
instability during RUS blocks covers a wide domain spanning from Turkey to Scandinavia. The fact that this pattern
is essentially restricted to summer explains its absence at
the previous annual scale analysis. In effect, during summer some continental areas display precipitation decreases
under blocked conditions, despite significant increases in
atmospheric instability. We hypothesize that the summer
enhancement in atmospheric instability during blocked
days must be insufficient to overwhelm the moisture inflow
reduction associated with this atmospheric pattern. Thus,
once again we find that the precipitation responses in
northern areas of Europe are well explained by changes in
moisture availability. Nevertheless, some mid-latitude continental areas show a seasonal shift towards wetter conditions during summer and autumn blocks, despite the overall
reduction in moisture inflow. These regional warm season
changes are concurrent with remarkable increases in LI and
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Fig. 7  Seasonal composites for the positive (negative) changes in
the daily Integrated Vapor Transport (IVT, in kg m−1 s−1) in green
(brown) shading, the increment in atmospheric instability using the
Lifted Index (LI, in C) in reddish thick lines, the positive (negative)
changes in the 500 hPa geopotential height (Z500, in dam) in solid

(dashed) thin grey, when shifting from strong zonal flow to blocked
patterns in the ATL (left column), EUR (central column) and RUS
(right column) sectors. Arrows represent the mean horizontal transport of specific humidity

hence, the reasoning could be quite comparable to the one
presented for southern Europe (essentially driven by atmospheric instability. In summary, this balance between contrasting responses in terms of moisture flows and atmospheric instability between northern and southern Europe
is, overall, well explained by a dominant role of moisture
fluxes in the former, and of atmospheric instability in the
latter, whose influence extends further north into continental Europe during the warmer months.
The atmosphere–ocean coupling must be also considered in this context. In fact, variables such as Sea Surface
Temperature anomalies and Latent Heat Fluxes (hereafter
LHF) may play a role on thermodynamic processes at both

local scale (such as small scale convective systems), and
synoptic scale, such as cyclone life-cycles (Grams et al.
2011). As previously shown, LI changes are not always
associated to concurrent changes in atmospheric circulation (e.g. cyclones), and hence, the underlying processes
behind these LI changes (particularly important in southern
areas) should be explored. Thus, we have analyzed changes
in LHF during blocked and zonal patterns, as presented in
Fig. 8.
As it can be observed in the top panel of Fig. 8, the highest mean values of LHF (at the annual scale) are observed
over the equatorial areas and the Gulf Stream in the Western
Atlantic. These areas with high rates of oceanic evaporation
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Fig. 8  Top annual mean latent heat flux (counted in 2.5° × 2.5°
boxes). Middle row annual mean changes (in W/m2) in the latent heat
fluxes during blocking episodes in the ATL (middle left), EUR (middle center) and RUS (middle right) sectors. Bottom row annual mean

changes (in W/m2) in latent heat fluxes during strong zonal flow episodes in the ATL (bottom left), EUR (bottom middle) and RUS (bottom right) sectors. Increases are shown with red shading (solid white
lines) and decreases with blue shading (dotted white lines)

are the main large-scale sources of moisture content originated in the Atlantic which are carried towards Europe by
typical westerly flows (Gimeno et al. 2013). Other regions,
such as the Mediterranean area, may also be important
sources of moisture for regional precipitation throughout
evaporative processes (Gimeno et al. 2010, 2012). Subsequently, we analyzed LHF anomalies during blocked or
zonal synoptic patterns, as changes in evaporative rates
should not be disconnected from the thermodynamic processes related with precipitation (particularly convection).
As shown in Fig. 8, strong zonal flows are related to above
average LHF at higher latitudes, particularly notable in the
vicinity of the UK during ATL events, but also in the North
Sea and Baltic Sea during EUR and RUS zonal flow episodes, respectively. On the contrary, at lower latitudes, these
zonal regimes result in below average LHF. During blocked
conditions, there is an overall opposite response in terms of

LHF anomalies. For example, during ATL blocks, a large
area surrounding Iberia shows higher values of LHF (with
maximum expression in the Gulf of Biscay). During EUR
blocks this pattern shifts eastwards towards the eastern Mediterranean (particularly in the Aegian Sea), while during RUS
blocks positive anomalies are restricted to the Black Sea.
This pattern of above average LHF in the southern flank
of blocking systems may reflect enhanced evaporative
processes under the advection of cooler air from higher
latitudes due to the easterly/northeasterly synoptic flow.
On the other hand, strong westerly flows extending to the
surface level may explain the increased LHF at higher
latitudes during zonal regimes. Note that the regions of
increased LHF during blocked conditions do not display
concurrent changes in atmospheric circulation, but they
agree with the regions experiencing increased precipitation.
In this context, positive LHF anomalies could help explain
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thermodynamic processes which regionally enhance atmospheric instability in southern areas of Europe during blocking episodes. Taking the Iberian Peninsula as an example,
in Fig.S2 of the Supplementary Material we present the
forward trajectories of air parcels (at different altitudes)
originated in areas where the maximum LHF anomaly was
found (e.g., the Gulf of Biscay) for a subset of days under
ATL blocking. This pattern favors the transport and elevation of air parcels (originally at lower levels in the region
with above normal evaporation) towards Iberia, thus possibly establishing a positive feedback process between evaporative and convective processes, and contributing, at least
partially, to the observed rainfall increases in the region.

5 Shifts in precipitation distributions
In the previous sections we analyzed net precipitation
changes in Europe associated to distinct atmospheric circulation patterns. Still, it is important to understand the
underlying shifts in different precipitation regimes (or
intensities), which can be addressed looking at precipitation distributions, or commonly designated PDF changes.
In this section we perform a comprehensive assessment of
modifications in precipitation distributions in some representative areas (identified in the boxes in Fig. 1) following a similar scheme as the one presented in Soares et al.
(2014), and consisting in the next steps:
(i) For each box presented in Fig. 1, we pooled together
all the gridpoints, and then computed frequency histograms for wet days (days with rainfall above 1 mm)
for 1 mm bins, without distinguishing weather regimes
(HISTALL);
(ii) The frequency of each of these bins has been multiplied by its precipitation value, in order to obtain its
relative contribution to the total precipitation climatology (CONTALL) of each box;
(iii) The previous procedure was also applied to wet days
under each specific weather regime and for each sector
(thus obtaining CONTBLOCK and CONTZONAL);
(iv) The difference between the bin contributions under
each weather regime and the corresponding all-days
bin was then computed, in order to obtain the relative change in the contribution of different daily precipitation intensities to the total precipitation anomaly
ascribed to the specific weather regime, according to:

(CHANGEBlock ) =

CONTBLOCK − CONTALL
NDAYSBLOCK

(CHANGEZonal ) =

CONTZONAL − CONTALL
NDAYSZONAL

(1)

(2)
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The computation described in Eqs. (1) and (2) has been
performed for all three sectors considered previously (ATL,
EUR and RUS), and NDAYS represents the number of wet
days occurring in each of these specific weather regimes.
Since the sample sizes for each specific weather regime
and for each sector are different (and much smaller than
the all-days sample size) we have applied a bootstrapping
technique to enable a fair comparison between them. For
each weather regime, the method estimates HISTALL for
subsamples of days with the same size as that of the specific weather regime. Thus, for a given weather regime having NDAYS as sample size, we randomly selected NDAYS
from the complete series and obtained the corresponding
histogram, to perform an unbiased comparison. This random process was repeated 1000 times, and the average of
the resulting histograms was taken as the final HISTALL.
The precipitation distributions of the four selected European regions and their shifts associated with the occurrence
of blocking and strong westerly flows over each sector are
shown in Figs. 9, 10, 11 and 12. In these figures, the upper
panel shows the histogram of daily precipitation for all wet
days (above 1 mm, HISTALL) and the black curves show the
contribution of each bin to the total precipitation (CONTALL), thus highlighting the daily intensities that are more
relevant to the total rainfall of each specific region. The
middle panels show the relative changes for each bin under
each specific weather regime (CHANGEBlock and CHANGEZonal, distinguishing between the three sectors considered),
in order to compare the impacts that each atmospheric pattern promotes in different precipitation intensities. Finally,
the lower panels show the cumulative relative changes from
the previous panels, with the impacts of each considered
weather pattern on the total precipitation distribution of the
considered location. Please note the different y-axis scales
in Figs. 9, 10, 11 and 12.
This approach enables a deeper assessment of the contrasting anomalies found in the precipitation composites (Figs. 3, 4) for areas such as the UK (Fig. 9) or the
Iberian Peninsula (Fig. 10). As stated before, ATL and
EUR blocked patterns reduce daily precipitation rates
in the UK and foster them on most of the Iberian Peninsula, while the opposite result is found for strong zonal
flow days. The analysis of Fig. 9 provides a more detailed
view of these differences, as it clarifies that blocked patterns in the ATL sector drastically reduce the number of
moderate rainfall days in the UK region (below the 90th
percentile), and increase the frequency of low precipitation days, as compared to the climatology. The latter have
a relatively minor contribution for the precipitation totals,
while the former impinge a very large impact on the accumulated relative changes of the precipitation distribution
(Fig. 9, lower panel), with the total effect being a reduction of 40 % in annual precipitation. On the contrary, strong
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Fig. 9  Shifts in the precipitation distribution for the UK during the
different considered synoptic patterns. Top relative frequency of days
with precipitation totals considering 1 mm bins (grey bars) and the
corresponding contribution of each bin to the total annual precipitation (solid black line). Middle relative change in the contribution of
each bin to the total annual precipitation for blocked (solid lines) and

zonal (dashed lines) patterns in the three considered sectors (colored
lines). Bottom cumulative change resulting from the relative changes
in the precipitation distribution associated to each blocked (solid
lines) and zonal (dashed lines) pattern. The thin vertical lines represent different percentiles of total daily precipitation (considering only
days above 1 mm)

zonal patterns (particularly in the ATL and EUR sectors)
induce an increase of the highly-contributing precipitation
bins (those near the median of the distribution), resulting
in positive cumulative changes, in clear agreement with the
composites of the previous section. Thus, ATL patterns are
the most efficient in triggering shifts in precipitation distributions in the UK.
On the other hand, the differences in Iberian precipitation (Fig. 3) during blocked (zonal) days in the ATL
and EUR sectors are associated to an increase (decrease)
in days with precipitation amounts above the 50th percentile (Fig. 10). Contrarily to the UK, where blocked
and zonal flows have minor impacts in the occurrence of
extreme precipitating events, in the Iberian Peninsula ATL
and mainly EUR blocks are associated with a substantial shift in extreme events (Fig. 10, middle panel), which
largely influences the annual total differences in precipitation (Fig. 10, lower panel). This is a strong evidence of
the impact that blocked patterns have on the occurrence of
intense to extreme precipitation days in this area, which are

essentially driven by atmospheric instability, as referred in
Sect. 4. These results help distinguish the utterly different
precipitation regimes, and the underlying processes, that
dominate annual rainfall totals at different European latitudes. Still, we must bear in mind the existence of large gradients in precipitation regimes that characterize some areas
(particularly in southern Europe). Such different responses
across regions and seasons, result in a smoothed signal in
the annual balance for the entire region. In the particular
case of the Iberian Peninsula, different local responses
from the overall region’s signals are found in northwestern
areas during the wet season (Sousa et al. 2015), as shown in
Fig. S3 and S4 of the Supplementary Material.
The contrasting results between the UK and Iberian Peninsula shifts in the precipitation distributions are similar to
those found between central/northern Europe against the
central Mediterranean areas, the main difference residing
on the zonal (blocking) sector with most important differences, which in the latter cases correspond to the EUR sector. Thus, zonal (blocked) conditions relate to an overall
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Fig. 10  Same as Fig. 9, but for the Iberian Peninsula

increase (decrease) in the number of moderate rainfall days
(largest differences around 5 mm/day rates) in most of central/northern Europe, while the opposite response is found
at lower latitudes, where differences are more associated to
the higher percentiles of daily precipitation intensity. Taking into account the similarity with the previous cases, we
opted to remit the corresponding figures (S5 and S6) to the
Supplementary Material.
We also explored the shifts in the seasonal distributions. Overall, the results indicate a latitudinal dependent
behavior. Northern regions of Europe exhibit qualitatively
coherent responses to weather systems through the year,
although the cumulative changes can display seasonal variations, following the seasonal cycle of precipitation and the
factors that cause precipitation anomalies therein (cyclonic
activity and moisture availability). As an example, we
decided to present the differences in the summer precipitation distribution of the Russian box to emphasize the huge
impact that summer blocking episodes exert on the climate of this region (Fig. 11). As in other northern/central
European areas, the positive (negative) cumulative changes
that arise from zonal (blocked) flows over this region are
strongly influenced by variations in the number of moderate rainfall days.

On the other hand, the shifts in the precipitation distribution of southern European areas are more likely to
be seasonal dependent, as the seasonal cycle in precipitation is larger and the relative contribution of extreme
precipitation to the annual total is more important than
in northern Europe. Figure 12 shows the PDF changes at
the annual scale for Turkey. Significant differences occur
in a wide range of percentiles, including the highest ones
(above the 95th). However, there are clearly contrasting
responses between winter and summer weather patterns
(see Figs. S7 and S8 from the Supplementary material.
There is not a clear opposite response to zonal or blocked
flows, nor a coherent signal through the year. This fact suggests an important heterogeneity in precipitation regimes
at both intra-annual and spatial scales in the region, when
compared to other European areas, and in particular with
other Mediterranean sectors (Sousa et al. 2011). The fact
that some other European areas do not show significant
differences in the annual mean precipitation responses to
blocked/zonal may be due to the co-existence of similar
contrasting signals, either in different seasons, or at different precipitation intensities of the distribution.
In summary, the presented cases denote that precipitation regimes in southern Europea are more dependent
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Fig. 11  Same as the previous, but for Russia, and considering only summer days

(than those at higher latitudes) of shifts in the higher percentiles of the daily rainfall intensity. In addition, heterogeneities at both spatial and temporal scales are also
much more important than in northern Europe, where
distributions tend to be qualitatively similar throughout
the year. Consequently, in northern regions, annual analyses of the precipitation distribution shifts are generally
sufficient to examine the distinct impacts of blocked and
zonal episodes, as the shifts in highly-contributing moderate rainfall days prevail in these regions throughout the
year.

6 Discussion and conclusions
We have performed a pan-European analysis on the impacts
of blocking episodes and strong zonal flows on European
precipitation regimes and the physical mechanisms associated. Unlike previous studies, we have described the impact
in annual and seasonal precipitation, thus including seasons
other than winter, which has been the focus of previous
assessments. We first analyzed composites for precipitation anomalies, and afterwards, the precipitation distribution shifts over major regional domains, considering in all
cases the effects of large scale circulation anomalies over
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three different areas of occurrence (mid-Atlantic, Europe
and Russia).
Overall, the results indicate significant opposite precipitation responses to blocking occurrence between northern and southern regions of the continent. Positive net
changes are found in southernmost areas, while negative
net changes occur in most central and northern regions of
Europe—exception made for the Atlantic strip of Scandinavia where variations in precipitation present the same
signal response as in southern Europe. The location of
the largest precipitation anomalies follows well the positioning of the blocking centers, migrating eastward as we
move from the Atlantic to the Russian sector. On the other
hand, during strong westerly flows, the anomalies of this
north–south dipole are reversed, resulting in precipitation
gains (decreases) at higher (lower) latitudes. In the areas
under direct blocking influence, the substantial decrease in
precipitation rates (reaching in some cases around 75 %)
extends throughout the year, including areas where annual
rainfall totals depend more on warm season’s precipitation.
In particular, the dramatic decrease in Russian precipitation
during spring and summer blocking episodes gains particular relevance under the scope of recent noticeable events,
such as the mega-heatwave of 2010 (Barriopedro et al.
2011). Our results reinforce the potentially outstanding
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Fig. 12  Same as the previous, but for Turkey

impact of prolonged blocking episodes occurring over
continental areas in terms of water availability (e.g., the
role of Russian blocks on the complex feedback processes
between pre-conditioning soil moisture deficits and summer heatwaves enhancement, Miralles et al. 2014; GarciaHerrera et al. 2010).
The presence of blocking systems results in a bifurcation of storm-tracks north and south of their usual paths,
as already described by Trigo et al. (2004) or Walter and
Graf (2005). In large parts of central and northern Europe,
where frontal systems associated to synoptic-scale disturbances usually prevail, these storm-track shifts are responsible for the previously referred rainfall deficit due to the
subsequent significant decreases in cyclone frequencies and
moisture transport. Contrariwise, during days characterized
by strong zonal flow, our results demonstrate an increase
in cyclonic activity and moisture transport towards northern
and central Europe, concurring with a rise in rainfall totals,
associated to a stronger than usual Jetstream. In agreement
with this main driver of precipitation anomalies in northern
and central Europe, the strongest effects are observed under
the occurrence of circulation anomalies centered in the
Atlantic and European sectors, which exert a major influence on the storm-tracks and moisture advection inland.

On the other hand, in southern Europe, the branch of
storm-tracks deflected southwards due to blocking occurrence is responsible for above average cyclonic activity.
Again, this effect is particularly relevant for blocking centers located in the Atlantic sector, resulting in twice as much
cyclonic activity in the Iberian Peninsula area. Although
not so striking, increases in cyclone frequency extend
throughout many Mediterranean areas for other blocking
locations. Quite the opposite, rainfall deficits in southern
Europe are found for strong westerly flows, particularly in
western and central Mediterranean areas.
While the rainfall increases over southern Europe during
blocking agree with cyclonic activity anomalies, we have
shown that they are better explained by increases in atmospheric instability, which are particularly notable in the
southern flank of blocking systems. This process is not particularly dependent of high moisture contents, as our analysis shows that these blocking-related rainfall increases are
concurrent with below average moisture influxes towards
Europe. This emphasizes the more convective nature of
precipitation regimes of southern European countries, when
compared to a much more relevant contribution of frontal/
stratiform systems at higher latitudes. These results lead us
to perform a more regionalized assessment of precipitation
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changes and to highlight the meridional variation in precipitation responses and associated mechanisms. In this
regard, we went further than previous studies by analyzing changes in the seasonal and annual precipitation distributions for a number of boxes in northern and southern
Europe, during blocked and zonal regimes.
We show that the overall negative net changes in precipitation in most sectors of central/northern Europe are essentially driven by the substantial drop in the mid-percentiles
of the distribution (i.e., moderate rainfall days), which
strongly contribute to the cumulative totals. Inversely, during days characterized by intense zonal flow, an increase in
the mid-percentiles of daily precipitation rates highlights
the vital role of synoptic-scale frontal systems and their
association to a stronger Jetstream and the Atlantic moisture inflow. In contrast, in southern European areas, the
increases in precipitation rates during blocking episodes are
mostly related with increases in the mid to high percentiles
of the precipitation distribution, in some cases particularly
striking above the 90th and 95th percentiles. This clearly
shows an increase in the probability of heavy to extreme
precipitation days during blocked patterns, confirming the
role of convective processes in the blocking-related precipitation anomalies of southern Europe. Given the significant
contribution of heavy precipitation days to annual totals
in this region, our results highlight an outstanding role of
blocked patterns on the inter-annual variability of southern
European rainfall regimes.
In most areas, the synoptic patterns and precipitation
responses are quite coherent throughout the year. However, the involved mechanisms differ in magnitude and
spatial extent from season to season and affected areas. In
particular, blocking occurrence and the associated increase
in atmospheric instability (and consequently in convective
processes) to the south/southeast of blocking centers shift
northward during summer, and as a consequence, positive precipitation anomalies also extend further north than
during other seasons. Besides, we have also verified that
while precipitation responses during blocked/zonal regimes
are spatially coherent in central and northern Europe, the
responses in southern regions are more complex. In this
area, opposite responses within relatively small domains
(and/or between different seasons) can be masked on the
annual analysis (e.g. Iberia and Turkey).
Finally, we discussed how processes such as latentheat-fluxes may be determinant to both cyclogenesis and
local feedback processes. In fact, blocked atmospheric
patterns are associated with above average evaporation
in specific sectors, which may enhance atmospheric
instability and/or provide a local moisture source for
precipitation. In this context, parcel tracing and other
ocean–atmosphere processes should be analyzed in more
depth for a deeper assessment of local-scale processes,
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which may be particularly relevant in southern European
areas.
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